
Hi there, Jareb!
McGuffin - Hitchcock
Point of view is different, narratively, from perspective.
POV: 1st, 2nd, 3rd
1st POV - I went to the store. 1st POV is, *by definition*, limited (to the 1st person) 
perspective
1st POV, limited perspective: the important thing to remember is that you cannot describe 
*others'* emotions or thoughts
2nd POV - You go to the street to meet your pimp, limiited perspective (limited to the 
writer).
3rd POV - He went to the store in order to get a quart of milk. Unfortuntately, the store was 
being held up for a vicious bunch of three-horned dinosaurs.
3rd POV has *two* perspectives from which you can choose: unlimiited perspective 
("omniscient") - the narrator can go into everyone's head, everyone's heart, knows everything 
about everything; limited perspective (limited to a particular character)
Rainbow Boys - Alex Sanchez - 
Michael Hauge - screenwriting - 

setup and payoff
late in Off to See the Wizard, there is *payoff* of the line "And that's when it hit me." In this 
line, Zeke truly grows as a character and as a human being.
There's not much set up yet for the above payoff.

Zeke receives an invitiation (out of the blue) - Opening line: "When I first recieved the 
invitation, I knew my life was about to change."
Better than winning the lottery. 

"The best work is done with the eraser."
"Keep only what works for the story. And discard *everything* else!"

What is it about Zeke -- as a person, as a human being, as a man, as a friend -- that sets him 
up for the payoff at the end of the story: "And that's when it hit me." How has he grown? 
What has he learned? What is it about his interaction with the Author that allows this payoff?

Always keep upping the stakes. 

Assignment: map out the steps ("beats") that occur to Zeke (he might not even be aware of 
them or of the effect on him) along the path of the story (i.e., the incremental setup) that 
bring him to the payoff: "And that's when it hit me."

deus ex machina - "the god out of the machine"

The theme of Off to See the Wizard: expectations

"I've built all my expectations on you defining what my life is, when it's actually my life to 
decide.

next session: finished rough draft (beginning, middle, and end)




